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Miri is the non-twin child in a family with two sets of them--older brothers and younger sisters. The
family has just moved to an old farmhouse in a new town, where the only good thing seems to be
Miri's ten-sided attic bedroom. But when Miri gets sent to her room after accidentally bashing her
big brother on the head with a shovel, she finds herself in the same room . . . only not quite.
Without meaning to, she has found a way to travel back in time to 1935 where she discovers
Molly, a girl her own age very much in need of a loving family. A highly satisfying classic-in-the-
making full of spine-tingling moments, this is a delightful time-travel novel for the whole family.
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Only a Whisper Away , Gena L. Borda, 2007, Fiction, 212 pages. The very day Kate McKinney
seeks closure from her unhappy marriage, she begins having mysterious dreams-a link to her past
life soul mate. Unraveling the dreams'messages.

Ivy and Bean (Book 6) Ivy and Bean Doomed to Dance, Annie Barrows, Jul 1, 2010, Juvenile
Fiction, 128 pages. Finally! After begging their parents for ballet lessons, Ivy and Bean finally get
what they want...well, not exactly. Much to their surprise, it turns out ballet lessons do not.

Losing Charlotte , Heather Clay, Mar 23, 2010, Fiction, 272 pages. Raised on their parentsвЂ™
Kentucky horse farm, Charlotte and Knox Bolling grow up steeped in the cycles of breeding,
foaling, weaning, and preparation for sale that the.

Magic in the Mix , Annie Barrows, Sep 16, 2014, Juvenile Fiction, 224 pages. Molly and Miri Gill are
twins. They look the same, act the same, sometimes even think the same. But they weren't always
twins. . . . Molly used to live in 1935, until Miri.

Ivy and Bean (Book 8) Ivy and Bean No News Is Good News, Annie Barrows, Oct 21, 2011,
Juvenile Fiction, 128 pages. Ivy and Bean need some money. Ten dollars, to be exact. Never mind
what for. Okay, it's for low-fat Belldeloon cheese in a special just-for-you serving size. Don't ask
why. How.

Ivy + Bean - Book 2 The Ghost That Had to Go, Annie Barrows, Jul 5, 2007, Juvenile Fiction, 136
pages. Second-graders Ivy and Bean set out to expel the ghost who is living in the girls' bathroom
at their school..

Ivy and Bean (Book 3) Ivy and Bean Break the Fossil Record, Annie Barrows, Jul 1, 2010, Juvenile
Fiction, 124 pages. World record fever grips the second grade, and soon Ivy and Bean are trying to
set their own record by becoming the youngest people to have ever discovered a dinosaur. But
how.

Ivy and Bean Make the Rules , Annie Barrows, Sep 5, 2012, Juvenile Fiction, 126 pages. Seven-
year-old Bean is too young to go to the camp her sister Nancy is attending, so she and her best
friend Ivy decide to create their own camp..

Ivy and Bean (Book 5) Ivy and Bean Bound to Be Bad, Annie Barrows, Jul 1, 2010, Juvenile Fiction,
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128 pages. The adventures of Ivy and Bean continue! In Ivy and Bean Bound to Be Bad the two
girls decide to be so good and kind and pure of thought that wild animals will befriend them.

Ivy and Bean's Treasure Box , Annie Barrows, Oct 1, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 376 pages. Meet Ivy
and Bean, two friends who never meant to like each other. This boxed set is a delightful
introduction to these spunky characters. It includes the first three books in.

The 224th Street Murders , Sophia Alexandra, Jan 1, 2007, Fiction, 272 pages. The hilarious and
terrifying new thriller. Nick is a novice cop sent in to investigate a series of murders that have
occurred over the past ten years on 224th street. There is.

The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society A Novel, Mary Ann Shaffer, Annie Barrows, Jul
29, 2008, Fiction, 277 pages. #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER вЂњI wonder how the book got
to Guernsey? Perhaps there is some sort of secret homing instinct in books that brings them to
their perfect readers.

Family for Faith , Missy Tippens, Apr 1, 2011, Fiction, 224 pages. When Faith Hagin sees widower
cop Gabe Reynolds every day in her coffee shop, she can't help but feel for the struggling single
dad. She's raised a teenager of her ownвЂ”and.

White is for Witching , Helen Oyeyemi, 2010, Dwellings, 244 pages. With distinct originality and
grace, and an extraordinary gift for making the fantastic believable, Oyeyemi spins the politics of
family and nation into a riveting and.



Discovering Your Community , Caroline T. Linse, 1991, Language Arts & Disciplines, 86
pagesDorothy Wordsworth A Biography, Ernest De SГ©lincourt, 1933, Authors, English, 428 pages



Way of the Peaceful Warrior A Book that Changes Lives, Dan Millman, 2006, Body, Mind & Spirit,
217 pages. Presents the author's personal account of his spiritual quest to unite the diverse realms
of body, mind, and spirit by combining Eastern philosophy with Western fitnessUnMarketing Stop
Marketing. Start Engaging., Scott Stratten, Aug 13, 2010, Business & Economics, 272 pages. From
one of the leading experts in viral and social marketing-market your business effectively to today's
customers For generations, marketing has been hypocritical. We've been download The Magic Half
Bloomsbury Publishing USA, 2010 Handbook of Piping Design , G. K. Sahu, Jan 1, 1998, Piping,
468 pages. This Handbook Provides All Aspects Of Piping Design Starting From Fluid Properties,
Stress Analysis, Construction And Fabrication Details, Compensating Methods For Thermal For any
trustee or CEO involved with the demands of health care boards, we're pleased to present a series
of insightful books developed exclusively to address your special. This book offers the first
definitive introduction to Imago Relationship couples therapy edited by Harville Hendrix, M.
Therese Hannah, and Wade Luquet are the founders.
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Scott of the Antarctic , Elspeth Joscelin Grant Huxley, 1990, Biography & Autobiography, 303
pages. After Robert Peary claimed to have reached the North Pole in 1909, polar explorers looked
toward the South. Robert Falcon Scott, whose 1901?1904 expedition into Antarctica'sTortious
Liability for Unintentional Harm in the Common Law and., Volume 1 , Frederick Henry Lawson, B.
S. Markesinis, 1982, Law, 270 pages. An examination of the approaches of the modern European
legal systems, particularly those of England, France, & Germany, to the problem of liability for
unintentional harm. The
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The Butterfly in Amber , Kate Forsyth, 2008, Romanies, 266 pages. Life is always hard for the
gypsies, who live to their own rhythm and their own rules, but since Oliver Cromwell had seized
control of England, life had been harder - andKiss of Bliss , Carolyn Monroe, Jan 1, 1992, Fiction,
187 pages
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Hong Kong and Macau , Jules Brown, Dinah Gardner, 2002, Travel, 413 pages. This resource
includes full details of Hong Kong harbour, its shopping and nightlife districts, traditional sites and
off-the-beaten track areas of the New Territories andStudent's book , Brian Abbs, Ingrid Freebairn,
1989, English language, 128 pages The Magic Half 2010 The Transcendentalists , Barbara L.
Packer, 2007, Literary Criticism, 304 pages. Barbara L. Packer's long essay "The
Transcendentalists" is widely acknowledged by scholars of nineteenth-century American literary
history as the best-written, most A timely and cogent collection of the best of CQ reporting for the
last six months of the CQ Weekly. Ideal for either specific research or general reporting, these
selections. The Cross and the Tomahawk series features the superb and sensitive writing of author
Mark Ammerman, who shares a 300-year familial connection to one of the principal. A collection of
numerous adventure stories about an uncle and his nephews having adventures and they are
ducks.



Hearings on Military Posture and H.R. 5068 (H.R. 5970), Department of Defense Authorization for
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1978, Before the Committee on Armed Services, House of
Representatives, Ninety-fifth Congress, First Session. , United States. Congress. House. Committee
on Armed Services, 1977, United StatesMicrobial pathogenesis a principles-oriented approach,
Bruce A. McClane, Timothy A. Mietzner, Jul 28, 1999, Medical, 486 pages. The fact that infectious
diseases claim over 17 million victims worldwide each year, along with the regular emergence of
new drug resistance pathogens, signals that infectious



Some medical aspects of mathematical biology , Nicolas Rashevsky, 1964, Science, 314 pagesThe
Now Age Demystifying Spirituality, the New Age and the Metaphysical, Zsuzsana Summer, 2004,
Body, Mind & Spirit, 160 pages. The New Age buzz is everywhere--from yoga and naturopaths, to
angels, Wicca and manifesting abundance. Wacky stuff? Maybe. But while your veterinarian is
offering holistic Contraceptive sheaths a report on the supply of contraceptive sheaths in the
United Kingdom, Great Britain. Monopolies and Mergers Commission, 1975, Business & Economics,
107 pages The 1997 Black Sparrow publication of Lyn Lifshin's selected poems, Cold Comfort,
brought to national attention, as Small Press reviewer Len Fulton put it, "a poet of substance. Good
project management capability alone is not enough to deliver large-scale change. Running a series
of projects with interlinking activities requires a new set of skills. This guide includes profiles of
ancient, medieval, and modern figures--East and West, the sublime and the unusual--with special
chapters exploring the differences between.
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The Patient's Guide to Heart Valve Surgery Avoid Stress : Know what to Expect, Enhance Recovery,
Adam Pick, 2007, Coronary heart disease, 150 pages. Each year, over 250,000 heart valve repair
and heart valve replacement operations are performed for conditions including stenosis, prolapse,
insufficiency, aneurysm, TetralogyMuscle , Randy Leffingwell Darwin Holmstrom The Very Small ,
Joyce Dunbar, Jan 1, 2000, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. When Giant Baby Bear finds a very small
something in the woods, he takes it home to share in his day It's a wet day, and Andy and Annie
have no choice but to play inside. But they are making too much noise! Can they find a game
which won't wake the baby? A gentle, intimate. Beneath Cody Wolf's cowboy clothing beat the
heart of uncivilized man. The half-Indian tracker was well suited to his solitary life-style in the
Colorado Rockies, but one look. This award-winning quilter and teacher shares with her readers a
dozen exquisite flower baskets to applique. These versatile patterns can be combined to make the
featured quilt.
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Algebra 1/2 An Incremental Development, John H. Saxon, 1990, Juvenile Nonfiction, 475 pages.
Covers all topics normally taught in pre-algebra as well as additional topics from geometry and
discrete mathematicsValide , Barbara Chase-Riboud, 1986, Fiction, 429 pages. Recreated from
historical facts, this novel tells the story of a young French-American girl sold into the harem of
Abdulhamid, who becomes Valide, Empress of the Ottoman Empire



Atmosphere, Ocean and Climate Dynamics An Introductory Text, John Marshall, R. Alan Plumb,
James R Holton, Jan 1, 1979, Science, 344 pages. For advanced undergraduate and beginning
graduate students in atmospheric, oceanic, and climate science, Atmosphere, Ocean and Climate
Dynamics is an introductory textbook onLet's Pretend My Coloring Book, Golden Books Family
Entertainment Staff, Walt Disney Productions, Golden Books, Disney Studios, Apr 1, 1998, , 40
pages The healing wisdom of Africa finding life purpose through nature, ritual, and community,
Malidoma Patrice SomГ©, Sep 1, 1999, Health & Fitness, 336 pages. The author relates the
spiritual traditions and wisdom of his people, a West African tribe known for its healing powers,
and shows readers how to use them to discover their own In Brotherhood, Windmeyer reveals a
10-year perspective of progress on gay issues within college fraternities and suggests a 10-year
plan to continue educational efforts for.
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Organisation in animal communities: experimental and naturalistic studies of the social behaviour
of animals , Hilary Oldfield Box, 1973, Science, 251 pagesInsect biochemistry and function , David
John Candy, B. A. Kilby, 1975, Science, 314 pages
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Investment in Hong Kong , , 1987, Hong Kong (China), 33 pagesThe Most Memorable Games in
Giants History The Oral History of a Legendary Team, Bernard M. Corbett, Jim Baker, Sep 9, 2010,
Sports & Recreation, 384 pages. With extensive reporting and engrossing storytelling, Jim Baker
and Bernard Corbett give us the scenes of one of the NFL's most successful and popular
franchises. Interviews The Magic Half 2010 Landscapes in Relief Carving Techniques and Patterns,
Lora S. Irish, Aug 1, 2000, Crafts & Hobbies, 108 pages. Country landscape scenes featuring barns,
churches, rustic mills, and mountain valleys are especially attractive when executed in the relief
style of woodcarving. This guide The Life Span: Human Development for Helping Professionals,
4/e, provides an in-depth look at the science of human development, highlighting theories and
research that have.



Agent of challenge and defiance the films of Ken Loach, George McKnight, 1997, Performing Arts,
234 pagesNight Train to Tuxtla , Juan Felipe Herrera, Aug 1, 1994, Literary Criticism, 152 pages.
Poems and stories by a Chicano writer. In Aviary, he writes: "Pedro Towers, is that you again?
Looking / for certainties. Begin again--the arms first, then the fingers. / Feel
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Late Night Advanced Java , Vidya Bharat, 1996, Computers, 588 pages. Written in a tutorial style,
a guide for basic programmers who may not be familiar with C/C++ or object-oriented
programmers covers Java syntax, applets, objects, and using theLiberation Ecologies Environment,
Development, Social Movements, Richard Peet, Michael Watts, 2004, Business & Economics, 444
pages. At the beginning of the 21st century, the environment and the future of development
continue to be issues of crucial importance. Most explanations of environmental crisis download
The Magic Half 2010 Bloomsbury Publishing USA, 2010 Globalization and Families , , 2010, , 229
pages Fully revised and updated from the hugely popular first edition, this book is an accessible
and convenient one-volume introduction to international capital markets, ideal for. Discusses the
organizational and managerial issues in microcomputer technology resources, as well as pragmatic
applications. Issues addressed include introducing microcomputer.
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A Guide to Psychiatric Services in Schools Understanding Roles, Treatment, and Collaboration,
Shawna S. Brent, Jul 26, 2012, Psychology, 316 pages. In order to provide comprehensive care to
students with a wide variety of social and emotional challenges, close collaboration between
psychiatrists and school-based mentalCakes Cooking Class , , 2001, Cake, 119 pages. This useful
cookbook is perfect for the beginner and expert alike. Cooking Class Cakes contains everyone's
favorite (or soon-will-be!) cake recipes. Each recipe is accompanied Thinking about development ,
BjГ¶rn Hettne, Sep 15, 2009, Business & Economics, 160 pages. This book is a concise and
accessible introduction to development thinking, theory and practice and a critical analysis of the
values that lie behind them. Hettne argues that download The Magic Half 2010 An abridged reprint
of the Doubleday edition of 1976, with a preface and a conclusion by the author. GUARDIAN
ANGELS There was nowhere angels feared to treadвЂ¦even the office! Reed Harding had gone
through twelve secretaries in six months. It took a certain type of woman to. Four children are
performing a concert.



Blessed Father KurД«akose Elias Chavara , Kuryan MДЃtЕЌtt, 1988, Priests, 30 pages. Life and
work of KuryДЃkkЕЌs Д’liyДЃsaccan CДЃvarМІa, 1805-1871, clergyman and Malayalam author from
KeralaOne Secret Thing , Sharon Olds, 2008, Poetry, 98 pages. A sequence of poems provides a
portrait of a mother, reminders of home, and elegies of mourning Puffin Classics , Penguin Young
Readers Group, Jun 1, 2010 The Hussar were the skilled, daring and flamboyant light cavalrymen
first drawn for Hapsburg service, from what is now northern Croatia, Serbia, Slovakia and Hungary
in the.
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Knuffle Bunny A Cautionary Tale, Mo Willems, 2005, Juvenile Nonfiction, 40 pages. After Trixie and
daddy leave the laundromat, something very important turns up missingHong Kong - A Society in
Transition , Ian Charles Jarvie, 1998, Social Science, 378 pages. First published in 1998. Routledge
is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company The Magic Half 224 pages Vegetable Garden
, Douglas Florian, 1996, Gardening, 32 pages. Into English ESL Library Level E/Grade 4 title



The Story of World War One , Richard Brassey, Jul 3, 2014, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages. It began
100 years ago. They said it would be over by Christmas. They were wrong! Read about the tanks
and trenches, bombs and battlefields that make up the chilling story ofThe Mountain of Adventure;
The Ship of Adventure , Enid Blyton, 2002, Juvenile Fiction, 384 pages. Danger! Excitement!
Adventure! InThe Mountain of Adventure, Philip, Dinah, Lucy-Ann, Jack and Kiki the parot become
tangled up in the mystery of a rumbling mountain, and a mad download The Magic Half Annie
Barrows Self Portrait , Man Ray, 1979, Art, 398 pages Passionate knitters know that knitting is
more than just a craft or a hobby. Knitting forms the texture and a background for their lives,
binding them to their mothers and. The Circle Of Life Compulsive Debting 12 Step Workbook
(Revised: July 2011) focuses on compulsive debting. It doesn't matter how we debt ourselves:
through compulsively.
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Mouse Guard: Fall 1152 , David Petersen, May 30, 2007, Comics & Graphic Novels, 192 pages.
"The chapters in this book first appeared in the comic book Mouse Guard"--T.p. versoThe Word
Method of Teaching Phonics , Anna Dorothea Cordts, 1929, English language, 328 pages
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International Practice for Architects , Perkins Eastman Architects,, Dec 10, 2007, Architecture, 384
pages. How to launch an international design practice and gain projects overseas A comprehensive
overview of the rewards and perils of international practice for architects, this bookWar in Europe
Blitzkrieg, Edwin P. Hoyt, Sep 1, 1991, Germany, 256 pages How to Use Astrology How and Why It
Works, Michael Erlewine, 2008, Body, Mind & Spirit, 518 pages. As its title suggests, this is a book
on how to learn astrology for yourself and use it in day-to-day life. This book amounts to a
complete course in astrology (over 518 pages In the wake of the successful cloning of animals and
the promises -- or fears -- of stem cell research, new discoveries in science and medicine need
more than ever to be.
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Rachel , Abbye Ayers Faurot, Oct 11, 2005, Family & Relationships, 52 pages. RachelвЂ™s journey
from Chipola Roads, the rural community in northwest Florida where she was born in the mid-
ninteen-twenties, was so much further than the few miles it took toThe Tragedy of Errors A
Dramatic Poem, Asking of the Novel and the Stage, a True Love for the False Love of Our Age,
Frank F. Claflin, 1891, American drama, 90 pages The Girl on the Boat , P. G. Wodehouse, Jan 1,
2008, Fiction, 188 pages. Please visit www.ManorWodehouse.com to see the complete selection of
P. G Wodehouse books available in the Manor Wodehouse Collection Both broad and deep, this eye-
opening book is one of the best available overviews of the radical psychological teachings
underlying the Buddhist approach to freedom and peace.



Conscious Immortality Conversations with Ramana Maharshi, Ramana (Maharshi.), Paul Brunton,
Mungala Venkataramiah, 1984, Hinduism, 204 pagesRead to Me , Judi Moreillon, Oct 1, 2003,
Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. Rhyming verses encourage parents to read and tell stories to their
children
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Wallpaper in Interior Decoration , Gill Saunders, 2002, House & Home, 160 pages. This work
charts the rich and varied history of wallpaper, from its modest beginnings in the 16th century,
through the lavish designs of the 18th century to the computerThe Book of Style for Medical
Transcription , Lea M. Sims, Jan 1, 2008, Medical, 567 pages The Ugly Duckling , Hannie Truijens,
Jul 29, 1992, , 32 pages. New Way, renowned for its phonic focus and success with generations of
children, has always been committed to a balanced phonic approach



Jesus Begins His Work , Catherine Storr, Chris Molan, 1982, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. A simple
retelling of the New Testament stories of the first miracles performed by Jesus and of his calling of
his twelve ApostlesJournal Revolution Rise Up & Create! Art Journals, Personal Manifestos and
Other Artistic Insurrections, Linda Woods, Karen Dinino, Sep 24, 2007, Art, 128 pages. Overthrow
your inner critic's tyranny of fear and rules, and discover fresh techniques and inspiration to rant,
whisper, beg, stomp or sing your truths download The Magic Half 1599905841, 9781599905846
Essentials of Public Speaking , Cheryl Hamilton, 2005, Performing Arts, 360 pages. ESSENTIALS OF
PUBLIC SPEAKING is a value-priced textbook for your public speaking course that teaches students
the essential skills and theories required to become an effective Sparklesoup brings you Bram
Stokers most well-known classic horror story. This version is printable and easy-to-download with
links to interesting facts and sites. Politics, Religion and Power in the Great Lakes Region covers
the political, religious and power relations in the contemporary Great Lakes States: Uganda,
Rwanda, Burundi, the.
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Fire safe cigarettes hearing before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and
Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, House of Representatives, One
Hundred Third Congress, second session, on H.R. 3885, a bill to direct the Consumer Product
Safety Commission to promulgate fire safety standards for cigarettes, April 20, 1994, United States.
Congress. House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer
Protection, and Competitiveness, 1994, Law, 371 pagesCameo Conspiracy The Real Story of the
Cameo Cinema Murders, George Skelly, 2001, Homicide investigation, 350 pages. The definitive
book on the case Updated, freshly edited, typeset and with new images Fully indexed for the first
time The true story of Liverpool's Cameo Cinema murders vividly Close Quarters , Clare Curzon,
1998, Fiction, 253 pages. Members of Mike Yeading's Thames Valley team begin to think they have
a serial killer on their hands when one woman is brutally murdered and another barely escapes a
similar Obsessed with constructing a miraculous flying machine that will carry him to his dead wife,
the Eighth Duke of West Redding journeys through the sky and retrieves a curse from.
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The Use of Artificial Satellites for Geodesy: Proceedings, Issue 1 Proceedings, , 1963, Astronautics
in geodesy, 424 pagesThe Go-away Bird And Other Stories, Muriel Spark, 1960, Africa, 214 pages
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